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Somfy was created in 1969, before the advent of the first oil crisis, at a time when
environmental protection was the concern of only a few scientific circles and militant
environmental groups. Forty years later, energy and the environment are front-page
issues.
Since 1969, Somfy has become one of the key players in openings & closing
for homes and buildings, which led to the creation of Home Motion in 2005.
Home Motion involves powering house openings & closures using a combination of
motors, control units and automatic systems. This know-how enabled us to design a
new, simple, effective idea: automatic management of house openings according to
climate conditions, in order to reduce energy consumption and enable occupants to
gain maximum benefit from the sun’s natural heat. Dynamic Insulation® is born.
The aim of this guide is to demonstrate the practical applications of Dynamic Insulation®
in both new builds and renovation projects. It includes easy-to-use solutions that
combine both comfort and energy savings, making your life simpler and increasing
security.
The benefits of Dynamic Insulation® will interest an increasing number of people looking
to refurbish their homes. Did you know that by adding an automated roller shutter, you
can increase the thermal performance of a standard double-glazed window by 25%
in winter?
If you are looking to invest in a new build, this guide will show you how Dynamic
Insulation®, alongside other architectural and technological elements, can contribute
to bioclimatic construction.
We hope that you find this guide useful, and that it will inspire you in your
projects. Enjoy!

According to Le Corbusier: “The house is not a shelter, it is a machine for living”. [...]
Today a new idea has emerged: the home must meet the demands of sustainable
development. It must show more respect for nature, emit less CO2, develop a new skin
and nervous system in order to save its vital fluids. […] Therein lies the sustainable
home revolution: the machine for living has become a living machine!”
Science & Vie - Special Issue “La maison du XXIe siècle” (The 21st Century House), December 2007.
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Housing and environment:
what we need to realize
Buildings alone account for more than 43% of total energy consumption
and 36% of CO2 emissions.
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Housing: at the center of a vital issue
There is no doubt that our modern lifestyles are having a significant impact on the climate. Protecting our environment and saving on
natural resources are the major challenges which will need to be taken up in the next ten to fifteen years.
Housing is at the forefront of this new awareness. The rising costs of heating (or air conditioning in hot climates) are forcing us
to change our behavior and find alternative solutions. This not only involves consuming less today, but also drastically reducing our
energy needs in the future.
Economic actors and politicians in Europe and the rest of the world are beginning to face up to these challenges and take action.
The introduction of strict regulations will lead to an increase in the number of solutions available to meet these regulations and build
sustainable homes.

When energy consumption
speeds up…

…The greenhouse effect
goes wild

Today the need for primary energy is increasing faster than
the world population is growing. Yet, our supply of energy,
particularly non-renewable fossil fuels, can only become
scarcer and more expensive.

It is now widely recognized that the increase in CO2 emissions
from human activity is responsible for the greenhouse effect that
is causing accelerated global warming, endangering the delicate
balance of the planet.
Changes in temperature variation and average sea levels,
growth in CO2 emissions

Energy Consumption in Europe in MTOE* (2005)
Buildings of which:
• Residential 280,
• Service Sector 157

0,6

*MTOE: million tons of oil
equivalent
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In Europe, the highest level of energy consumption in buildings
is on heating.

Yet again, buildings are at the forefront of this effect. In France for
example, buildings are responsible for 25% of carbon emissions,
a total of 120 million tons, which is almost as much as transport
(28%) and more than industrial emissions (21%).

Domestic energy consumption in the 27 EU member states
(1997-2005)
1997

MTOE

In order to limit the irreversible effects of global warming,
1997
2005
%
industrialized nations will need to reduce their emissions
100
by
75% by 2050. The European Union resolution, passed on
80th December 2006, is designed to meet the objective of
14
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the most energy-efficient economy in the world
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by 2020.
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The answers from Europe
Establishing a framework of standards
The European Directive on the energy performance of buildings (EPBD - 2002/91/CE). This Directive sets out the minimum
energy efficiency requirements for new constructions and large buildings undergoing major renovation works. The DEPB includes
a requirement that the construction, sale or rental of buildings larger than 50 m2 must be accompanied by an energy performance
certificate.

Creating national labels
The French effinergie association, created in 2005, brings
together building industry professionals and local authorities.
Its aim is to promote “low energy” construction, i.e. new buildings
that consume less than 50 kWh pe/m2/year or renovated buildings
that consume less than 80 kWh pe/m2/year. This limit covers energy
needs for heating, lighting, ventilation and domestic hot water
production. Effinergie has developed a reference system, included
in the Thermal Regulation 2005, in the form of the BBC
(Bâtiment Basse Consommation - Low-Consumption Building) label.

In Germany, the wide-scale development of the “passive house”*
concept in the 1990’s led to the creation of several standard labels,
including the “PassivHaus” label.
In order to be awarded this label, houses must not consume more
than 120 kWh pe/m2/year for their heating, domestic hot water,
lighting, ventilation and household equipment energy needs.
Heating alone may not consume more than 15 kWh pe/m2/year.
More than 5,000 homes and buildings have already been
constructed to this standard in Germany.

By contrast, the average energy consumption per m2 for French
homes is currently around 240 kWh/year.

*The passive house has a very low level of energy consumption per m2,
or may even be energy-neutral, relying on solar energy or energy provided
by internal equipment and occupation.

In Switzerland, the Minergie® label is the equivalent of
the passive house concept. A new building with Minergie®
certification may not consume more than 42 kWh pe/m2/year
for heating, domestic hot water, and other ventilation
or heating appliances.
Renovation projects are subject to a limit of 80 kWh pe/m2/year.
There are currently more than 100,000 buildings with this label
in Switzerland. Minergie® is also available in France, where around
11,000 m2 of surface area are currently being constructed and
certified.

Although various national labeling systems use different
calculation models, they demonstrate a common desire
among European construction companies to promote
low-energy constructions.

PASSIVHAUS
< 42
kWh pe/m2/year
=
Heating

40 to 75
kWh pe/m2/year

< 120
kWh pe/m2/year

*Depending on climate & altitude

=
Heating

=
Heating

+ Hot water
+ other ventilation
or heating appliances

+ Hot water
+ other ventilation
or heating appliances

+ Hot water
+ other ventilation
or heating appliances

+ Lighting
+ Domestic Electricity

+ Lighting
and
Switzerl
Primary energy /
final energy for electricy

Source : effinergie
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A beneficial financial investment

/m 2 /year

e

/m 2 /year

What is low consumption?
Low consumption housing is shown by the 3 groups
of buildings in the white area of the graph below.

Furthermore, the use of energy labels provides greater
transparency concerning a home’s energy efficiency,
making it easier to let or sell. In Switzerland, the banks estimate
that Minergie® homes attract a resale value 12% higher than
for conventional homes, compared with an initial outlay of only
6% more. There is also a rapid return on investment in terms of
energy savings.

Consumption (kWh/m2/year) required to meet heating,
air conditioning and domestic hot water needs

Source : Minergie®
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What can you do with
1 kilowatt hour of electricity?*
- Heat a room for 1 hour with an electric convector heater
- Heat 30 liters of water for a shower
- Listen to a hi-fi system for 10 hours
- Watch the TV for 7 hours
- Use the iron or vacuum cleaner for 1 hour
- Wash 5kg of laundry in a washing machine
- Work on a computer for 4 hours
and even… make 70 cups of coffee
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WORTH KNOWING

In most countries that operate a policy of actively encouraging
energy efficiency in buildings, assistance is available in the form
of tax credits or subsidized loans, both for new builds and
renovation projects.
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Towards the bioclimatic home
It is now possible to build a comfortable, environmentally friendly house without the
need for complicated technology. All you need to do is consider some simple design
and construction rules early on in your project, making the most of the opportunities
provided by the land, its aspect and the surrounding vegetation.
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The sun takes centre stage
The principle of the bioclimatic home
> In winter
Make the most of the free energy from the low sun.

> In summer
Prevent overheating to avoid having to use air-conditioning.

Summer strategies

Winter strategies

Capturing
Capturing

Preventing
Preventing
Conserving
Conserving

Avoiding
Avoiding
Minimising
Minimising

Distributing
Distributing
Cooling
Cooling

Storing
Storing

Sunlight: an essential role
The sun plays an important role in the bioclimatic home.
A south-facing orientation will provide maximum benefit from
the sun’s free heat in winter, when the sun is low on the horizon.
In summer, when the sun reaches its highest point in the sky,
mobile sun protection devices and vegetation can be used to
increase comfort.

Dispersing
Dispersing

Elevation of the sun

Azimut of the sun
The sun’s path through the seasons
July
August
September
October
November
December
June
March
December
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How to improve energy eff iciency?
When building
Choose a North-South orientation
This orientation ensures maximum sunlight on the façades in
winter, improves comfort in summer for west-facing windows
and limits the impact of winter winds.

Go for a compact design
In order to achieve maximum thermal efficiency, you should aim
for a low ratio of surface area to external wall area, particularly
in cold climates.

Summer

Comparative energy loss for 96 m2 homes with different
layouts
Reference

Winter

+ 9%

North

Déperditions comparées de l'enveloppe de différents
logements de 96 m 2

- 15%

East

- 40%
- 15%

R éférence

West

+ 14%

+2%

South
Source: effinergie

- 19 %

Surconsommation
liée àbe
unpaid
bâtiment
peu compact
Particular
attention should
to windows,
- Immeuble
: passage
optimizing
energy d’un rapport S extérieure/Shon de 0,75 à 1,25
- Maison
: passage
consumption
andd’un rapport S extérieure/Shon de 2,25 à 3,5

Nancy

improving comfort
in summer.
Immeuble The best
solution involves replacing
Maison
windows
with improved
insulation models, as well
Immeuble
as adding automated roller
shutters.
Maison

House

House
0

2

4

6

8

10

kWh ep/m2/yr

Reducinglawindow
sizefenêtres
from 20%
area
increases
Réduire
taille des
de to2010%
à 10 of
%total
de lasurface
surface
habitable
energy consumption.
augmente la consommation

Nice

However, if it
0 is not
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
kWhep/m2.an
possible to change the
windows, their thermal
Un bâtiment compact est nettement plus performant,
performance canenbeparticulier,
significantly
improved
en climat
froid by adding
automated roller shutters.
For double glazed windows, performance is improved by 25%
and by 50% for single-glazed windows (see table p. 15).

Nancy

+ 16 %

There are some common sense rules that
can be applied to renovation projects as
well as new builds. The first elements to
consider are insulation, the removal of thermal
bridges and air-leakage.

Source : Solarté

- 57 %

For renovation
- 19 %
projects too…

Nice

Respect the right proportions for windows
Make inefficiency a thing of the past by limiting the size of windows
to avoid excessive heat loss in winter. South-facing, high-performance
windows fitted with effective roller shutters will enable you to benefit
from more of the sun’s energy and reduce energy loss in winter.
This configuration also reduces the need for artificial lighting.
Windows should account for between 20% to 25% of total surface
area. Also consider fitting skylights with outdoor roller shutters.
Augmentations de consommations liées
Increased
energy trop
consumption
à des fenêtres
petites associated with excessively
small windows

Source: effinergie

Lay out indoor space intelligently
Keep rooms used during the day to the south of the house;
unheated or infrequently-used rooms (garage, cellar, utility
room, etc.) should be grouped to the North; rooms used at night,
which require less heating, should be grouped to the East.
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Equipment choices
(for new buildings and renovation projects)
Choose an economical heating system
In order to meet your comfort needs while reducing
consumption, you need to choose modern technologies
and focus on renewable energy sources.
Use the right insulation
It is essential to insulate walls and track down thermal bridges
and air-leakage. The precise choice of insulation methods
depends on the climate zone. The addition of balconies,
mezzanines, windows and roller shutter frames can create
thermal bridges, and should therefore be handled with care.
Remember that vegetation can help protect against the sun
Deciduous trees allow sunlight through in winter and provide
significant protection against the sun’s heat in summer.
Planting evergreen trees to the north of the house creates
an effective barrier against cold winds in winter.
Choose automated sun protection devices
Protecting windows from the sun in summer is just as
important as insulation in winter. In order to be effective,
any such protection must reduce the amount of heat that enters
the room while maintaining sufficient levels of natural light
during the day. Automated sun protection devices such as roller
shutters allow heat through the window in winter and block it
in summer. For ground floor rooms, roller shutters will also deter
burglars and protect the privacy of the room’s occupants.
Sun
protection
device impact
in a(exemple
home d'une maison)
Impact
des protections
solaires
Used
properly

Partially
used

Non-existent
or not used

Nancy
Nice
Nancy
Nice

Pay attention to summer comfort!

Nancy
Nice
0

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Number of hours over 28°C

With window
openers

Insulation designed to reduce heating energy consumption
causes a significant increase in indoor temperature unless
effective, economical solutions are used to provide comfort
in summer.
Rather than using an expensive air conditioning system,
automated sun protection devices and the surrounding
vegetation can be used to equal effect.

With-out window
openers

Source: effinergie

Des protections performantes et bien gérées
sont indispensables en particulier dans le midi
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Windows: a key role
The choice of windows plays a key role in terms of visual comfort, winter energy consumption
and summer comfort.
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The window: a key factor in heat exchange
The window is a key element of the home, providing a view of the world outside. It contributes to the home’s external
character and to the comfort of its occupants inside.
When fitted with sun protection devices and roller shutters, the window allows natural light into the home and can act as a
source of clean, fresh air when needed, as well as capturing the sun’s heat and providing insulation from the cold. In other words,
the window is important both in terms of thermal comfort (warmth in winter, coolness is summer) and visual comfort, ensuring
that enough light enters the room without causing reflections or glare. It also acts as a point of visual contact with the external
environment.

Capture free energy
and block expensive energy
> In winter (heating period), the aim is to capture free energy.
> In summer (cooling period), the goal is to block this heat to
avoid the need for air conditioning.

Jean-Christophe Visier

Director of health, energy and
environment - Centre Scientifique
du Bâtiment, Paris

Save energy by making the most of
the sun’s light and heat

Solar energy output on a 1m2 window in Paris per season
(kWh)
Heating
Cooling
Season
Season

“In order to meet the 2012 standard requirement
(all new buildings to consume less than 50 kWh/m2),
the window is of vital importance. High-performance
windows already exist, with the development of glass
and frames designed to reduce heat loss, but the window
will need to make the very most of the sun’s light and
heat. In short, it must take advantage of the free energy
available when the sun is shining, while avoiding
excessive heating, which can result in the need for air
conditioning.

Due South

530

420

South East or South West

430

460

East or West

250

425

North East or North West

120

275

Due North

80

160

Winter strategy

Summer strategy

Capture

protect

Source : Cardonnel Ingénierie

Mobile sun protection devices are therefore a key
element, acting as an air conditioning system that
consumes no energy.”
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Window performance: the key factor
The main criteria for choosing the right window are its heat transfer coefficient and its solar factor.

The heat transfer coefficient: U

The solar factor: g

This relates to the window’s ability to maintain the indoor
temperature. It is represented by a heat transfer coefficient U,
which is expressed in W/m2.K.

The solar factor g expresses the fraction of the sun’s energy that
is allowed to pass through a window.

Single glazing
ext.

int.

Double glazing
ext.

U=6

int.

ext.

U=3

Clear
glass

Double glazing
with reinforced
insulation (Argon)
int.

U=1,1

Absorbent
glass

Reflective
glass

ext.

int.

ext.

int.

ext.

int.

100

84

100

45

100

46

6

2

g = 0,86

5

37

13

g = 0,58

39
12

3

g = 0,49

A window with a low solar factor (around 0.4) limits the sun’s heat in summer
but is ineffective in winter - Guide FFB RT2005 Parois Vitrées

The lower the Coefficient U is, the more insulating the window is.

The coefficient U becomes Uw when the thermal performance of
the window frame is taken into account.
The coefficient Uw can therefore be used to calculate the heat
loss per m2 of window: heat loss per m2 of window equals
the temperature difference between the outside and the inside
multiplied by the coefficient Uw.

In order to work out the solar factor for a complete window
(glass + frame), you also need to consider the frame’s thickness.
The solar factor for a complete window is expressed by
the coefficient g comprised between 0 and 1.
The higher g is, the more the solar heat goes through the
window .
This coefficient g changes with solar protection (see p. 17).

Calculation example for a single-glazed window:
Outdoor temperature: 0°C
Indoor temperature: 20°C
Heat transfer coefficient for single glazind window Uw: 6
(20-0) X 6 = 120
So for 1m2 of single glazing, the heat loss is equivalent to
120 W, or the power of a television unit in operation.
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Glazing and roller shutters:
a winning combination for the bioclimatic house
If the window is the eye that captures light, the shutter is the eyelid that protects it. The two cannot be separated.
Understanding an opening’s real thermal performance
potential
In order to measure realistic potential thermal performance all
year round, it is important to take into account not only the
thermal performance of the window U but the entire window
including the window frame Uw and the roller shutter Uws.

It has been proven (see p. 21) that the most effective solution is
to install roller shutters; as well as providing additional security,
they also help to save energy in winter and increase comfort in
summer.

The thermal dynamic of a window fitted with roller shutters
Single
glazing

Double
glazing

Double
Double
Triple
glazing with
glazing
glazing with
reinforced
with reinforced
reinforced
insulation insulation (Argon) insulation

Optimal energy savings
- Thermal performance
- Heat capture

17°
15,4°
0,76

13,6°
2,7

19°

18,1°

6
0,86

12,8°
3
1,9

5,6°

16,3°
0,65

18,5°

17,3°
0,64

0,5
1,5
1,1

1,1
0,9

0,7
0,6

T° glazing with
roller shutters
T° glazing without
roller shutters

3. Cold Wall
Effect

Solar factor g without
roller shutters

2. Heat Capture
Effect

Uw without
roller shutters
Uws with
roller shutters

1. Heat Gain
Effect

Window temperature measured with an outdoor temperature of 0°C and an indoor temperature of 20°C

Worth knowing
How to find the optimum level of thermal performance between insulation and heat capture?
Windows that use triple glazing and high-performance frames are sometimes seen as a solution for reducing heat loss, since the
window’s coefficient Uw is generally below 1.
However, these windows are still very costly and are less effective at capturing the sun’s energy and allowing light to pass through
them.
A window with a low solar factor (around 0.4) limits the sun’s heat in summer but is ineffective in winter.
Source: Guide FFB RT2005 Parois Vitrées
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The thermal performance of roller shutters in winter
Roller shutters offer genuine thermal performance in
addition to the initial properties of the window.

Layer of air

The performance of roller shutters is improved further when they
are manufactured using an insulating material (especially PVC)
and when they are designed and installed to provide excellent air
tightness.
The keys to getting superb thermal performance from
your roller shutter
• Choose a motorized shutter instead of a manual shutter
to avoid air escaping through the handle or strap (10% increase
in insulation performance when a window is fitted with
a roller shutter*).

When closed, the roller shutter traps a static layer of air in front
of the window, increasing its insulation power.
The thermal performance of the window + solar protection
is represented by the coefficient ΔR.

• Use automatic locks to ensure perfect closure and optimal
air tightness.
• Choose new generation roller shutters, which eliminate
the risk of thermal bridges with specially designed frames.
(Frame coefficient U lower than 0.8).
* Source : Bauphysik, Fraunhofer Institut
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The thermal performance of roller shutters in summer
There are other sun protection devices available to improve
summer comfort. The most common devices used in residential
buildings are outdoor fabric awnings (vertical or drop arm)
and adjustable exterior Venetian blinds.
In summer, the lower the solar factor, the less energy is allowed
to pass into the room, keeping the indoor temperature cool.

10%
90%

Solar factor g of a double-glazed window
in conjunction with a sun protection device
Reference window: double-glazed (solar factor 0.59)

Roller shutters have a solar factor g of 0.1, blocking 90%
of the sun’s energy.

Roller shutter
g = 0.05 to 0.1

External screen

Indoor blind

g = 0.05 to 0.2

g = 0.3 to 0.5

depending on the
color of the canvas

depending on the
color of the canvas

Dick Dolmans

Secretary General - European Solar
Shading Organization (ES-SO), Brussels

Less air conditioning,
greater energy savings.

Worth knowing

“Simulation software can be used to calculate [...]
the heating and cooling energy required to obtain
the desired level of comfort, as well as the differences
in energy requirements with and without sun
protection devices.

What are the coefficients that
determine financial support?
The thermal performance coefficients of the window
+ roller shutter are essential pieces of information
in any application for direct financial assistance or tax
benefits:

The amount of energy needed for air conditioning
is generally reduced by 30% or more, rendering it
completely useless in certain temperate climates”.

• the coefficient ΔR which gives the additional thermal
performance provided by the roller shutter;
• the coefficient Ujn which expresses the thermal performance
of the window when fitted with a roller shutter.
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Dynamic Insulation®:
Indispensable for energy efficiency
in the home
With Dynamic Insulation®, the openings in the home react automatically to climate
variations to help you save energy.
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How it works?
The house is no longer static - it actively adapts to your comfort needs and the weather conditions.
In summer and winter alike, Dynamic Insulation® automatically controls motorized roller shutter with sensors and automatic systems.

Save energy throughout the year
In winter

in summer

Closes at night to prevent heat loss through the windows

Blocks the sun’s heat

Opens during the day to benefit from the sun’s free heat

Uses the building’s thermal inertia to maintain
a cool atmosphere inside

+

+
=

=

Heating energy savings

Limits or removes the need for energy-consuming
air cooling systems and provides comfort in summer

• When night falls, the centralized timer lowers all
roller shutters to improve window insulation.
• As soon as the sun sensor detects sunlight intensity
above a user-defined threshold, it lowers all
the sun protection devices on the façade concerned.

• The dusk function means that the timer takes into
account variations in daylight hours.
• During the day, roller shutters stay open to take
advantage of the free heat from the sun.

• By installing a sensor on each exposed façade,
the sun protection devices will be operated
automatically depending on the position of the sun.

Dick Dolmans

Secretary General - European Solar Shading Organization (ES-SO), Brussels

Avoid emitting 100 million tons of CO2
“The ESCORP-EU25 study, carried out in 2006 under the authority of ES-SO, showed that automated,
motorized sun protection devices can help to save energy in winter by allowing the sun’s free heat into
the building, as well as offering substantial savings on air conditioning costs in summer. The study
concluded that for the total surface area of all buildings in the 25 EU member states, more than 100 million tons of CO2 emissions
could be avoided each year, which is 9.5% of the total energy consumed by buildings”.
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Proven effectiveness
Somfy’s Dynamic Insulation® applications have been tested in different configurations by independent building physics
laboratories in Belgium (Physibel) and Germany (Institut Bauphysik, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft).

> Results in summer
Properly-managed roller shutters can provide up to a 9°C
natural reduction in indoor temperature.

Air conditioning requirements in kWh without (left)
and with (right) roller shutters (Budapest).

Source: Physibel report by ES-SO European Solar Shading Organization, Brussels

Roller shutters and sun protection devices act as a “natural
cooling system” by limiting the amount of solar heat that passes
through windows, thereby significantly limiting the need for air
conditioning, an additional source of energy consumption.
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PHYSIBEL

A Belgian company that specializes in thermal
analysis software for building physics.
European Solar Shading Organization, Brussels.
European roller shutter and sun protection device
industry association.

IBP

Fraunhofer Institut

Bauphysik

Based in Stuttgart, Germany. Research, advice,
testing and certification body in the field of
building physics.

Worth knowing
Automating house openings:
the simplest way to reconcile comfort
and energy savings.
• No need to go round the house and manually operate
each roller shutter: they are lowered automatically,
all together, at the desired time.

What does summer comfort mean?
This is provided by a home able to provide its
occupants with a feeling of well being even at
the hottest times of the year. Extended periods of
hot weather can affect vulnerable people such
as the elderly, children, and people with disabilities
or illnesses.

• No timer to set: in winter, the integrated dusk function
accounts for changes in daylight hours.
• Whatever happens, the occupant remains in control of
the house: it is possible to override the automatic system
at any time.
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> Results in winter
Simulations in a typical house. - House with 120m2 of floor space and 20 m2 of windows:
40% South, 20% North, 20% East, 20% West- Double glazing U = 2.9 - Region: climate coefficient 1.3. - Paris region

Additional heat gain from windows: up to a 10% saving on heating costs
Protected at night by closed roller shutters, windows increase their thermal performance significantly.

Up to a 10% saving on winter
heating costs

25% less energy is lost with
a closed shutter

(Physibel study carried out for ES-SO)

(Fraunhofer, inst. Bauphysick)

3300 kWh
Energy loss without
roller shutters

3100 kWh

2700 kWh

2500 kWh

Energy loss
with roller shutters,
“Typical” usage
(closed in bedrooms only)

Energy loss
with roller shutters,
RT 2005 type usage,
20% closed during the day,
75% closed at night

Energy loss
with roller shutters,
Dusk timer usage

Feeling of thermal comfort with the removal of
the «cold wall» window effect
Cold wall surface : To = 16°C

Gain:
800 kWh
-24%

Capturing the sun’s free energy

Warm wall : To = 18°C

Capturing
Conserving
Distributing

Sensation
of cold

Sensation
of comfort

T° wall
= 12°C

T° wall
= 16°C

Exterior

Exterior

Tair = 20°C

Storing

In winter, a considerable amount of solar energy can be
accessed through the windows. This free energy from the
sun can easily be captured and used as natural heating for
the home, limiting the need for additional heating.
The calculated free energy output for a typical home
(as described below) represents approximately 20 kWh
a day which is equal to 2 electric heaters that run for
10 consecutive hours.

Interior
The thermal comfort temperature depends on air temperature

The
temperature is felt without a marked heat difference
anddesired
wall temperatures.
between the air temperature and the temperature of the walls.
A window temperature of 16°C (“hot” wall) will provide
a feeling of comfort, whereas a temperature of 12°C (“cold” wall)
will result in a feeling of discomfort.
A marked thermal contrast can cause the user to increase
the heating temperature. A 1°C increase can result in a 7%
increase in heating costs.
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Somfy Dynamic Insulation®
a solution for every home
Developed by Somfy, Dynamic Insulation® provides you with effective, easy to use solutions that
overcome the traditional choice between comfort and energy savings.

ENERGY
SAVING
solut ions
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The goal: saving energy!
> In winter

> In summer

An automatic system with integrated timer controls the movements
of roller shutters according to changes in daylight hours. In winter,
at dusk, roller shutters close automatically and help to insulate your
windows.

A sun sensor located on the façade automatically lowers roller
shutters and/or sun protection devices once the pre-defined
sunlight threshold is reached. The inside remains cool even
during the hottest part of the day.

“Scenario“ remote control

Timer

Sun sensor

Motorized sun protection devices: a wide range of options for the home
In summer, roller shutters are not the only solution that can be used to insulate windows from the sun. The market offers
a wide range of systems, for both new builds and renovation projects.

Patio awning
The autonomous wind detector protects
the awning from strong gusts by raising it
automatically.
The remote control allows you to operate
the awning, outdoor and indoor lighting
remotely, enabling you to use your patio
longer.

Exterior Venetian blinds for adjustable
sun shade
The thumbwheel remote control allows you
to adjust the slat angle with precision and
modulate natural light.

The remote control with Feedback
Function allows you to automate your
awning for different levels of sunlight.

External vertical screen
Available in Wind Resistant format,
guaranteeing perfect tension in wind
speeds of up to 10m/s.

Renovation special
The majority of existing crank-handle awnings
can be fitted with a motor and automatic systems
without having to change the entire installation.

The thumbwheel
remote control

Ask your Somfy installer to advise you.
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Secure, reliable, wireless technologies
The wireless control systems are easy to install, with no electrical wires for the control points, thereby avoiding damage to walls. The wireless
installations are also easy to upgrade and additional functions can be added with no major work required. Somfy offers two wireless
technologies.
Radio Technology Somfy®
Standard for residential comfort, with over
10 million systems installed worldwide.
It is used for house opening equipment fitted
with Somfy motors.

io-homecontrol® : Simple and accessible
home automation.
l A secure, bi-directional radio transmission
protocol that Somfy shares with specialists
and leaders in building industry equipment,
including Velux, Hörmann, Honeywell, Assa Abloy, Niko,
Window Master and Renson.
l A
 ll io-homecontrol® equipment talks “the same language“.
®
l The io-homecontrol upgradable wireless technology allows
you to add further compatible equipment to your installation
as required, with ease.

For further information: www.io-homecontrol.com
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Home Motion by Somfy:
save energy and gain in security and comfort
For a secure home

For extra comfort

Centralized closing. Close all the roller shutters with a single
click, without having to go round the flat or house to see if
you’ve forgotten any.

Natural ventilation. In the open slat position, the roller shutter
allows fresh air to enter the room from outside whilst
maintaining the occupants’ privacy. The ideal solution for
natural indoor ventilation, enabling you to circulate air between
two rooms-perfect for cooling the house in summer.

Occupant presence simulation. If you’re away on a week-end
break or a longer holiday, the automatic system operates your
roller shutters, lighting and blinds at the desired times to make
it look as if someone is at home. An effective way of discouraging
burglars.

Décor protection. In summer, roller shutters will protect the
floors, carpets, furniture and plants from sunlight. The décor
remains fresher for longer.

Burglar retardant. Roller shutters fitted with rigid links and
connected to Somfy electronic motors offer up to 20 times greater
anti-lift resistance that traditional shutters!

The benefits of roller shutters
go beyond energy savings.
They represent a wise long-term
investment, providing an effective response to modern
home security demands and making life easier
for household occupants.
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The Somfy commitment
Somfy responds to the environmental challenge
Somfy Group is the world leader in motors and automatic
systems for residential and building openings. Since its creation,
the Group has been sensitive to environmental issues and has
implemented a strategy designed to anticipate the comfort,
security and energy saving needs of its users.
Somfy works with other players in the building sector
Somfy has joined a number of professional associations and
entered into mutual partnerships to promote energy efficiency
in the home, both on a European level and in the countries in
which the group operates.

About the Somfy Group.
Somfy operates in 53 countries, with 53
subsidiaries, 19 offices and 23 branches
spread across 5 continents.

For example, Somfy is a member of the European Solar Shading
Organization (ES-SO), an interface with major European Union
energy saving programs. It is also a member of the International
Union of Architects, which brings together organizations
representing more than 1.3 million architects worldwide.
In France, Somfy is involved in “effinergie“, the aim of which is
to promote low energy consumption buildings for both new builds
and renovation projects and to develop en energy performance
reference system for new and existing buildings.

With 8 production centers, Somfy has
effective, responsive manufacturing facilities.
Thanks to its strict quality standards, Somfy is
able to satisfy the needs of 220 million users
and 30,000 business clients worldwide.

The Somfy commitment
to you
Somfy and its manufacturing and installation partners share
the values of sustainable development. They are committed
to helping you achieve these same values.
In new builds, Somfy works directly with residential architects
and construction companies to promote Dynamic Insulation®
installations and offer its expertise and good practices.
In renovation projects, Somfy is involved in partnership programs
with independent professional installers, who are committed to
following a quality charter and receive active, ongoing training.
These are Somfy’s certified Expert installers.
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Further information

Bioclimatic homes and sustainable construction
http://www.maison-bioclimatique.fr/fr/maison-bioclimatique-comprendre.html
http://ecomaison.portebleue.ch/index.html
http://fr.ekopedia.org/Maison_bioclimatique
http://www.mamaison-durable.com/
http://www.ecoconso.be/
http://www.economiedenergie.fr/

Official bodies - National bodies (France)
ADEME http://www2.ademe.fr
EFFINERGIE http://www.effinergie.org
FONDATION BATIMENT-ENERGIE http://www.batiment-energie.org/
CSTB http://www.cstb.fr/

International organizations
EUROPEAN SOLAR SHADING ORGANIZATION (ES-SO) www.es-so.com
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY http://www.iea.org/index.asp
INTERNATIONAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE http://www.ipcc.ch/
UNION INTERNATIONALE DES ARCHITECTES http://www.uia-architectes.org
WORLD BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPPEMENT http://www.wbcsd.org
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